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Abstract— To develop accurate measurement methods based on active
probing, an understanding (at the packet level) of how probe flows and cross
traffic flows interact with each other is required. Several existing measure-
ment methods rely on packet-train probing. In this paper, we use a multi-
hop model to describe how cross traffic packets affect a packet train.

When one packet within a packet train is delayed, the dispersion (i.e.
packet separation) of at least two (and possibly more) probe packets will
change. Furthermore, the dispersions are not independent, which may bias
dispersion average calculations. Many methods use dispersion averages in
the calculation of bandwidth estimates and predictions.

We have identified and analyzed three major cross traffic effects on
packet trains - chain, quantification, and mirror patterns. Experiments
have been performed in a testbed to explore these patterns.

In histograms of delay variations for adjacent probe packets, these pat-
terns are manifested as different identifiable signatures.

Keywords— Active measurement, performance, delay variation, probe
trains, cross traffic, histogram, patterns.

I. INTRODUCTION

Measurement of the end-to-end available bandwidth of a net-
work path is getting increasingly important in the Internet. Ver-
ification of service level agreements, streaming of audio/video
flows, and Quality-of-Service management are all examples of
Internet activities that need or can benefit from measurements of
bandwidth availability.

Many methods that attempt to measure end-to-end bandwidth
actively probe the network path by injecting probe packets in
predetermined flight patterns. Common flight patterns include
pairs of probe packets, so called packet-pair probing [1], [2],
[3], [4], [5], [6] and its extension into longer sequences of probe
packets [1], [7], [8], [9], which we will refer to as packet-train
probing.

In both packet-pair methods and packet-train methods, the
dispersion (in time) of the probe packets after they have tra-
versed the network path is used to calculate the bandwidth esti-
mate. The dispersion is caused by the link with the least capacity
but is also affected by competing cross traffic flows on the path.
The former dispersion effect is typically utilized to estimate the
bottleneck bandwidth (the bandwidth of the link with the least
bandwidth) whereas the impact of cross traffic is exploited to
estimate the available bandwidth.

In this paper, we use a multi-hop model developed by [10]
to describe how cross traffic packets affect a packet train and
thereby have an impact on the dispersion values. We have iden-
tified three major cross-traffic effects on packet trains - chain,
quantification, and mirror patterns, respectively. Each of these
patterns are analyzed in the paper, both theoretically and ex-
perimentally using histograms constructed from network testbed

measurements.
An apparent advantage of train probing is that each packet

inside a train can be used to construct two dispersion values.
One is with the packet ahead of it and one is with the packet be-
hind it. This way, only

�����
packets are required to construct�

measurement pairs, as compared to � � packets in the tradi-
tional packet-pair case. This reduces the amount of probe traffic
that will burden the network during the measurement.

Because most packets in packet-train probings are used for
two dispersion values rather than one, there will be correlations
between dispersion values. One cross traffic packet will affect
at least two dispersion values in the train probing case.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
describes the multi-hop model that we use for the analysis of
packet trains. It is followed by Section III that describes the
three identified cross traffic effects on packet trains. In that
section, biases in packet-train analysis are also discussed. Sec-
tion IV presents the network testbed where our experiments have
been performed. Section V show how the cross traffic effects on
packet trains generate identifiable signatures in ��� -histograms.
The paper ends with an analysis of two additional experiments,
followed by conclusions and acknowledgments.

II. USING A GENERIC MULTIPLE-HOP MODEL FOR ROUTE

DELAY VARIATION

To analyze the behavior of packet trains, some mathemati-
cal definitions and derivations has to be made. In this paper, the
analysis rely on a generic multiple-hop model, presented in [10].
That model focuses on expressing the delay variations of adja-
cent probe packets. In this section the concepts of that model
are explained.

A. One-hop definitions

In what follows, the meaning of a hop is one router (r) in-
cluding its queue (q) and the outgoing link from that router, see
Figure 1. This means that the arrival time of an arbitrary packet
to hop 	�
 is equal to the departure time of the same packet from
the previous hop 	�� . Each router can have multiple outgoing
and incoming links.

When a packet ���� arrives to the queue of hop 	 at time � � , it
begins its service time � ����� after a waiting time of � ����� .
The packet leaves the hop after a constant propagation delay �
at time ���� . Thus, for the packet the one-hop delay is

� � � � ��"! � � # � � � � � � �%$ (1)
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Fig. 1. Multiple hop router model. One hop is limited to one router, its queue,
plus the following outgoing link.

In what follows, the index ���� corresponds to the indexing of
probe packets.

Using the definition of the one-hop delay for one probe packet
(Equation 1), we can compare the one way delay of two adjacent
probe packets with each other. Three equations are derived (in
[10])

inter-arrival time: � � � � � ! � �����
inter-departure time: � �� � � �� ! � ������

delay variation: � � � � � ! � �����
# � �� ! ���
# �� � ! � ����� � �

�� � ! � ����� � $
When probing a network, sequences of � �� are measured at

the receiver side. However, since � � is part of the packet-train
design, and therefore known, the transformation between � � and
� �� is easily done.

The waiting time of two successive packets in an infinite FIFO
buffer is described by Lindley’s equation

� � #�� � ����� � ��� ! ����	�
 �� � (2)

where � ��	 
 #���� �  ��� � � . The term
� � is the waiting time caused

by cross traffic entering the current hop between � ����� and � � .
A queue in a router can in principle be in two states - busy

and idle. When a router is in the busy state, it is constantly
forwarding packets from its in-queue, while in the idle state the
queue is empty. Probe packets can consequently be divided into
two categories, Initial and Busy packets (adapting the notation
in [10]).

An initial probe packet is by definition the first probe packet
of a busy period. That is, an I packet is never queued behind
another probe packet, which is equivalent to state that � ��	 
 of
Equation (2) should be equal to 0. The B packets on the other
hand are those probe packets that are queued behind other probe
packets (i.e. � ��	 
 � � ).

With this categorization of probe packets, the delay variation
� � can be expressed in two ways, depending on whether a probe
packet is I or B [10]

I: � � # �� � ! � ����� � � �� � ! � ����� � (3)

B: � � # �� � ! � � � �� � (4)

where Equation 4 is derived from Equations 2 and 3.

B. Multiple-hop extension

The one-hop model is extended in [10] to handle multiple
hops. This extension relies on the following fact: If a probe

packet is I or B at hop �� � and B at the next hop (� � �
), ��� is

overwritten and replaced by equation (4). However, the history
of earlier hops is not completely overwritten, some history re-
mains in the

� � term. If, on the other hand, the probe packet is I
at hop �� � � � then the term of (3) is added to the existing � � .

This means that if a probe packet traverses the whole H-hop
network path without ever becoming a B packet, its delay varia-
tion can be expressed as

� � #
��
��� �

 � �� ! �
�
����� � �

��
��� �

�� �� ! �
�
����� � $ (5)

If the probe packet is B on at least one hop, it will be B for
the last time at some hop in the path, which can be any hop in
the network path. That hop is denoted � � . This means that the
delay variation for such a probe packet will obey

� � #  ������ ! ��� �� ���� � �
��
��� �

�� �� ! � ������ � �

�
��
��� �

�� �� ! � ������ � $ (6)

These multi-hop equations for � � can be extended to handle
different packet sizes [10]. However, our approach is to use one
fixed packet size when sending packet trains (see our assump-
tions in Section III-A). Hence, we limit this multi-hop descrip-
tion to handle only one packet size within each packet train.

III. CROSS TRAFFIC EFFECTS ON PACKET TRAINS

Methods that probes a network path are typically divided into
two categories. Either a sequence of well separated packet pairs
or a number of packet trains are injected into the network. In
packet pair methods, the two packets in a pair affect each oth-
ers delay variation, assuming that the pairs are well separated.
Cross traffic packets can increase or decrease the dispersion of
the two packets. However, that effect does not influence the de-
lay variation of other packet pairs. In a packet train these issues
get more complex. Cross traffic packets have the possibility to
induce affects that are propagated across several adjacent probe
packets.

It is easily understood that the displacement of one probe
packet, which is not the last packet of the packet train, will
change the delay variation of at least itself and the following
probe packet, hence there will be dependencies between adja-
cent probe packets in the packet train. This issue is discussed in
Section III-E.

In this paper three patterns have been identified and examined
- chain, quantification and mirror patterns. These patterns are
described in subsections III-B, III-C and III-D.

A. Assumptions

In the rest of this paper we assume FIFO router queues, where
there is no isolation of flows as in for instance fair queuing. It
is also assumed that the router operate on the packets in a store-
and-forward fashion.

The dispersion of adjacent packets in a packet train is equal,
when leaving the probing generator. This dispersion is varied to
achieve different probe rates. The packet size is fixed.
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B. Chain patterns

B.1 Basic definition

When a packet train traverses the network path, cross traffic
may affect it. If the cross traffic delays one probe packet, ���� , in
such a way that at least �� � � � and �� � � � are transformed from
I to B, and makes the involved packets ���� , �� � � � and �� � � �
back-to-back after the hop, a chain patterns has arisen.

This is the definition of a pure chain pattern. If other probe
packets within the scope of the chain pattern are delayed by
cross traffic, a quantification pattern will arise. Quantification
patterns are described in Section III-C.

Low link capacity can also force probe packets to travel back-
to-back as B packets. This is often referred to as the bottleneck
spacing effect (described in [11]). However, this effect is not
a chain pattern in its pure form, since our definition of a chain
pattern is based on the delay of probe packets caused by cross
traffic.

Packet pattern on outgoing link

Time

i−
1 i
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w w
i−1 i
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i+1
w
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1

Fig. 2. Arrival and departure times for cross traffic (shaded box) and probe
packets (white boxes) entering a router. Before the router the probe packets
are equally separated, while after the hop they are back-to-back with each
other. Cross traffic and probe traffic enter the router from different links, but
depart on the same link.

An example of a chain pattern is shown in Figure 2. The ver-
tical packets above the time line show when in time the first bit
of a probe packet (white boxes) or a cross traffic packet (shaded
box) arrives to the router. The arc defines when the reception of
a packet is complete, i.e. the arrival time of the last bit. In this
example, the cross traffic and the probe packet streams arrive on
different incoming links. Hence, the router can start receiving
probe packet �� ! � � before it has completed the reception of the
cross traffic packet. It is assumed that the probe traffic and cross
traffic flows depart on the same link.

When the whole cross traffic packet is received, the router
can start the transmission of that packet on the outgoing link
(the vertical packets below the time line, which indicate when
in time the first bit is sent). However, when packet  � ! � � is
received, it must wait for the cross traffic packet to complete its
departure. The waiting time of packet  � ! � � is � ����� in Figure
2. The probe packet �� ! � � is transmitted back-to-back behind
the cross traffic packet after the probe packets waiting time has
elapsed, i.e. after the service time of the cross traffic packet. The
probe packet  � ! � � is in this example by assumption I. That is,
it does not have to queue behind any other probe packet.

During the waiting time of packet �� ! � � , the next probe
packet  � � enters the router. Packet  � � has to wait for  � ! � �
to complete its departure, and is therefore B. That is, the packet

���� must wait � � time units. After the waiting time, it is sent out
back-to-back with �� ! � � . The same procedure is repeated for
packet �� � � � .

After the service time of probe packet  � � � � is completed,
the packet  � ! � � , ���� and �� � � � are back-to-back with each
other on the link. Also,  ��� and  � � � � have transformed from I
to B packets since both packets had to queue behind other probe
packets (hence, their dispersion and delay variation are depen-
dent of each other). That is, a chain pattern has arisen.

B.2 More details

When a probe packet is part of a chain pattern, its waiting
time within the router can be expressed using equation (2). By
definition,

� � would be 0, since the probe packets travel back-to-
back after the hop.

Having an expression for the waiting time for probe pack-
ets within a chain pattern, it is possible to determine whether a
probe packet belongs to an ongoing chain pattern, or if it is the
first initial probe packet after the chain pattern. If � � � � for a
probe packet within a chain pattern (

� � #�� ), it is B with respect
to the probe packet ahead, hence it is part of the chain pattern.
If the negation holds, the packet is an initial probe packet.

If
� � ��� we will have a quantification pattern, described in

Section III-C.
When understanding the properties of a chain pattern, it is

also important to define when they occur. If packet �� ! � � in
Figure 2 would create a chain pattern, i.e. both ���� and �� � � �
are B and back-to-back after the hop, then � ����� � ���� !�� ��� � �
�� � 
 � !��

��� � , where � is the packet size and �� � !�� ��� � is the
separation between the first bit of packet ���� and the last bit of
packet �� ! � � on a link with rate

�
.

In general, if a chain pattern should arise with � back-to-back
B probe packets, the waiting time � � of the initial probe packet
in the chain pattern has a lower limit of

� � �
	�

 � �

�� 
 !�� ��� � $ (7)

This means that in a probing scheme where the probe rate is
increased gradually, i.e. � � is decreased, we will see more and
more chain patterns. This is investigated in more detail in Sec-
tion V, by analyzing examples of � � histograms. It should be
noted that � � is just a theoretical value since there is an upper
limit to the waiting time in a router. The waiting time depends
on the traffic, the routing scheduling/forwarding, the number of
in- and outgoing links and the buffer size.

C. Quantification patterns

When a cross traffic packet enters the queue between the ar-
rival time of two back-to-back probe packets, the packets will
get separated by exactly the service time of that cross traffic
packet. Hence there is no idle time gap between the probe pack-
ets. This separation is hereafter referred to as a quantification
pattern. The term quantification pattern is used since the traffic
is seen as a discrete transmission, rather than an analytic flow of
packets.

When a packet train suffers from a chain pattern, i.e. one
packet has been affected by cross traffic and hence will cause
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several adjacent probe packets to travel back-to-back as B probe
packets, it is possible that cross traffic packets from other in-
coming links will interfere with the probe packets, i.e. creating
quantification patterns. The probability of cross traffic interfer-
ence increases with:
� Cross traffic rate - high cross traffic rate means that the router
at a hop cannot serve all incoming back-to-back probe packets
without handling cross traffic.
� Low link bandwidth of the link where the probe packets ar-
rive to the hop, compared to other incoming links - lower link
bandwidth implies that the service time � of the probe packets
will be higher. That is, the possibility that a cross traffic packet
arrives during the service time of a probe packet increases.
� Smaller cross traffic packets - if the cross traffic packets get
smaller, but the rate is constant, the more often the router must
forward cross traffic instead of probe packets.

Packet pattern on outgoing link
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Fig. 3. Arrival and departure times of cross traffic (shaded boxes) and probe
packets (white boxes) entering a router. The upper left cross traffic packet
causes a chain pattern to arise. The smaller cross traffic packet causes a
quantification pattern to arise. Cross traffic and probe traffic enter the router
from different links, but depart on the same link.

The quantification pattern has an “upper limit of”

� � # � ���
��
� � �

�� � ! � ����� ��� � � (8)

where � is the number of incoming links to a hop and
�

is the
link rate. This limit is the sum of the maximum number of bits
that can interfere with the packet train on each link � , during the
time �� � ! � ����� � .

An example of a quantification pattern is shown in figure 3.
The vertical packets above the time line show when in time a
probe packet (white boxes) or a cross traffic packet (shaded box)
arrives with its first bit to the router. The arc shows when in
time a packet has been received. When all bits are received the
packet can be sent out on the outgoing link, which is shown
beneath the time line. The horizontal packets show the outgoing
packet pattern. In this example we see that the leftmost cross
traffic packet creates a chain reaction (also described in Figure
2). The second cross traffic packet entering the hop between
probe packet  � ! � � and ���� will be sent out back-to-back after
�� ! � � , while  ��� is sent out back-to-back with the second cross
traffic packet. That is, packet �� ! � � has to wait � ����� time
units (which has its origin from the large cross traffic packet),
while packet  � � has to wait � � time units (which corresponds to
both the big and the small cross traffic packets). A quantification
pattern has arisen.

D. Mirror patterns

The mirror pattern arises if a packet train consists of at least
three I probe packets �� ! � � � ���� and �� � � � . Assume that packet
�� ! � � and  � � � � are unaffected by cross traffic (i.e. � ������#
� � 
 � # � ). Then, if packet ���� experiences a waiting time of
� � � � , � � will get a positive value. Now, packet  � � � � will have
a delay variation described by � � 
 � # �� � 
 � ! ��� � � �� � 
 � !� � � # �� � 
 � ! � � � , since the two probe packets have the same
size, i.e. the same service time. Of course, in the expression
for � � the service times can also be eliminated. Since neither
packet �� ! � � nor packet �� � � � are delayed by cross traffic, the
following holds

� � 
 � # � � 
 � ! � �
# ! � �

� � # � � ! � �����
# � �
#
	

� � 
 � # ! � � $ (9)

Equation (9) is defined as perfect mirroring. An example of
perfect mirroring is shown in Figure 4. As in previous figures (2,
3), the vertical packets above the time line show when in time
a probe packet (white boxes) or a cross traffic packet (shaded
box) arrives at the router. The arc shows when in time all bits
of a packet have been received. When all bits are received, the
router can to start send the packet, which is shown below the
time line. The packet ���� is delayed � � time units and hence
creates a perfect mirror pattern, since the probe packets  � ! � �
and �� � � � are unaffected.

Time
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i−1

Packet pattern on outgoing link

i−
1

i

i
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i+
1 Packet arrival

i
w

i+1
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i−
1 i

i+
1
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Fig. 4. Arrival and departure times for cross traffic (shaded box) and probe pack-
ets (white boxes) entering a router. The shaded cross traffic packet delays����

in such a way that the inter-departure times of
����

and
��������

changes.
All probe packets are still separated I packets after the hop, i.e. a mirror pat-
tern has arisen. Cross traffic and probe traffic enter the router from different
links, but depart on the same link.

In addition to the fact that probe packet ���� can be delayed,
there is a possibility that one, or both of the packets �� ! � � and
�� ��� � are affected by cross traffic. This will of course blur
the perfect mirror pattern, i.e. equation (9) does not hold. It is
obvious that this possibility grows with increasing cross traffic
and/or probe rate.

If, for example, both probe packets  � � and �� � � � are delayed
by cross traffic the mirror pattern is displaced to the next packet
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pair in the train. That is,

� � # � �
� � 
 � # � � 
 � ! � �

since in this case � � 
 � � � . Now, the next probe packet in the
train, �� � � � , will have a delay variation of

� � 
�� # � � 
�� ! � � 
 �
# ! � � 
 �

if probe packet �� � � � traverses the path unaffected ( � � 
�� # � ).
Hence, the positive delay variation of packet ���� gets its nega-
tive companion at packet  � � � � . This can be repeated for an
arbitrary number of mirror patterns displacements.

If probe packet  ��� suffers from a mirror pattern, and the fol-
lowing �� ! � � packets are affected by cross traffic, then we
have a chain of displaced mirror patterns. Their delay variations
relate to each other in the following way:

� � 
 �
� $ $ $ � � � 
 � #  � � 
 � ! � � 
 � � ����� �

� $ $ $ �
 � � 
�� ! � � 
 � �

�  � � 
 � ! � � �
# ! � �
# ! � � � (10)

since packet � is unaffected by cross traffic ( � � 
 � # � ).

D.1 Quantification and mirror pattern similarities

If we assume that a packet train traverses a network path with-
out any back-to-back probe packets, the packet train can suffer
from mirror patterns described above. However, the cross traffic
can in some cases fill the entire space between two probe pack-
ets. That is, the two packets form a pattern similar to a quantifi-
cation pattern. When two probe packets only have cross traffic
between them, they might end up as B packets. It is, however,
hard to determine whether the two probe packets are part of a
complex mirror pattern or a quantification pattern.

E. Dispersion average bias

When using dispersion average techniques of adjacent packet
pairs in packet trains to calculate link bandwidth or available
bandwidth of a network path [5], the three patterns described
above must be taken under consideration. That is, because of
the dependences of the dispersion, and delay variation, of adja-
cent packet pairs in a packet train, as described in III. If blindly
using the dispersion average of the pairs in a packet train when
performing calculations, some cross traffic effects might be lost,
whilst others might be interpreted with too much weight.

Assume for example that a packet train is affected by a mirror
pattern, such as the one described in Figure 4. The two dis-
persion values of the three probe packets will be � �� and � �� 
 � .That is, the average dispersion value of the two packet pairs is
�� �� � � �� 
 � �

� � #  ���� � � � � � ���� 
 � ! � � � � � � # ��� , assuming
the same arrival distance of adjacent probe packets to a hop. In-
formation that the train has suffered from a cross traffic packet
interference is lost, when using the dispersion average as a mea-
sure. A packet train can be affected by several perfect mirror
patterns without changing the dispersion average of the packet

pairs in the packet train. Hence, some measures must be taken
to reveal these patterns when using packet-train techniques, for
example using the variance measure.

It is important to understand that these two values, � �� and
� �� 
 � , correspond to the same interfering cross traffic packet, i.e.
they are dependent of each other. Hence, using them both in the
same calculation should not be done without special care, e.g.
in the mirror example above one cross traffic effect is counted
twice. When a packet train has suffered from several displaced
mirror patterns there will be a long dependence chain, described
by Equation 10.

Another example where the dispersion average in trains might
be used in a misleading way is when one or several chain pat-
terns arise (see Figure 2 for example). Very little cross traffic
(far less than the packet train rate) can cause several and/or long
chain patterns within a train, hence the dispersion median value
for the packet pairs in the packet train will be very low, despite
the low cross traffic rate.

These issues are subject of further study, and hence not in the
scope of this paper.

IV. TESTBED SETUP

The testbed network (see Figure 5) used in the experiments
consists of three router nodes, one Black Diamond (BD) and two
Torrent routers (T1 and T2). There are also a probing generator
(PG), a probing receiver (PR), a traffic generator (TG) called IP
Traf Gen (internal product of Ericsson1) and a traffic receiver
(TR) which is an IXIA 1600 Traffic Generator/Analyzer. The
links are all 100 Mbps except between the three routers, where
the links are limited to 10 Mbps.

PG BD T1

TG

TR

T2 PR
10Mbps 10Mbps

Fig. 5. Testbed setup

Depending on the experiment setup the cross traffic can enter
and leave the router chain at different positions. The cross traffic
flow can be one or several of the following: TG � T1 � T2 �
TR (flow 1), TG � BD � T1 � TR (flow 2) and TG � BD �
T1 � T2 � TR (flow 3). The cross traffic flow used in the tests
in section V only uses flow 1. All cross traffic is of exponential
distribution. Four different cross traffic sizes where used: 64,
148, 482 and 1518 bytes. In the experiments all of these could
be used at the same time, or just a selection of them. When all
sizes are used, 46% is of size 64, 11% of 148, 11% of 482 and
32% of size 1518 bytes. This distribution of packet sizes has its
origin from findings in [12].

The cross traffic intensity is variable within the testbed, in
steps of arbitrary size.
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The probe traffic is sent through the path PG � BD � T1 �
T2 � PR. The probe packet size is 1500 bytes and consists of
32 packets. Normally 5 trains are sent per test run.

The probing generator and receiver is written by the authors2.
The testbed is built by [13].

V. SIGNATURES

When cross traffic affects packet trains, the train will suffer
from different patterns, as discussed in Section III. In this sec-
tion we illustrate these patterns using real packet trains which
are affected by cross traffic. The patterns will show different
signatures, in delay variation histograms. A signature is a char-
acteristic that can be detected by some means, at least manually,
but preferably by automatic algorithms and tools.

Identifying signatures when trying to measure and predict
bandwidth could be important, since they give information about
how the cross traffic affects a packet train [10]. Exactly how to
use the signatures to improve bandwidth prediction using trains
is subject to further study, and hence not in the scope of this
paper.

Four signatures are defined and discussed in this section. The
two first of them are observed in [10], but in a packet pair prob-
ing scenarios. The signatures correspond to one or several of the
patterns discussed in section III. Examples from testbed mea-
surements are shown. The testbed is described in Section IV.
In the testbed setup for these examples, only one cross traffic
packet size is used, in each histogram. Furthermore only one
flow of the cross traffic is used (corresponding to flow 1 in the
testbed).

A. The independence signature

The independence signature is visible in scenarios where
there is no or very little cross traffic interfering with the packet
train. This means that there is a strong probability that all probe
packets in the train are I.
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Fig. 6. The independence signature. There is a clearly visible peak near ������� .
Random noise is visible around the independence peak.

The signature arises from the last term of Equation (5). There
will be a clearly visible peak near � � # � since most packets
traverse unaffected, i.e.

� � ��� �  � ��"! � ������ �	� � , see Figure 6.
Here the cross traffic rate is 3 Mbps, exponentially distributed
and consists of 64 bytes packets. The probe rate is 1 Mbps,
using 1500 bytes packets, which are sent in 5 trains consisting
of 32 packets in each.



The probing generator and receiver is not yet accessible.

When probing at rates that nearly saturate the link, i.e. rates
where chain and quantification patterns arise with a higher prob-
ability, very low cross traffic diminish the independence peak.
These issues are discussed in the subsections below.

B. The rate signature caused by chain patterns

The rate signature is a peak that arises from the � � �� term in
Equation (6). This peak is visible when a packet train has chain
patterns in it, i.e. the probe packets traverse the network as back-
to-back B packets. The rate signature corresponds to the link
rate of hop � � , i.e. the last hop where the probe packets were B.
There are also other sources for the rate peak, such as the bottle-
neck spacing effect, but that effect is not visible in the example
histogram described below.
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Fig. 7. Two � -histograms showing the rate peak, the leftmost peak in both the
left and the right histogram. The rate peak increases with higher probe rate.

The rate peak grows in size when the rate of the probe stream
increases. This is visible in Figure 7. The left histogram shows
the rate signature when the probe rate is 4.8 Mbps while the rate
is increased to 6.7 Mbps in the right histogram, which is near
the available bandwidth (7 Mbps in this experiment). The rate
peak is the leftmost peak at negative values in both � -histograms.
The cross traffic rate is 3 Mbps, exponentially distributed and it
consists of 1518 bytes packets. The packet train consists of 1500
bytes packets, using 5 trains with 32 packets each.

The other peaks in the histogram correspond to the quantifi-
cation pattern, signatures originating from that pattern are de-
scribed below.

If analyzing Equation (7) it is easy to understand that a higher
probe rate increases the probability of having chain patterns in
a packet train. The reason is that when the probe rate increases,
the term �� 
 ! � ��� � of Equation (7) decreases. Hence, a fixed
waiting time � � of a probe packet generates a longer chain reac-
tion when the probe rate increases.

The rate peak signature, caused by one or several chain pat-
terns, will survive through the network route if the hop where
the chain pattern arose was the last hop where the probe pack-
ets involved are B. Otherwise the effects may be overwritten by
other B-hops.

C. The mirror signature

The mirror signature is a signature that arises from the last
term of Equation (5), i.e. the mirror pattern. If there is very lit-
tle cross traffic and the probe rate is relatively low, there will be
many perfect or displaced mirror pattern. Figure 8 shows two
mirror signatures. In the left histogram, the cross traffic packet
size is 148 bytes, while in the right one it is 482 bytes. In both
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histograms the cross traffic rate is 3 Mbps and exponentially dis-
tributed. The probe rate is 3.7 Mbps, using 1500 bytes packets
with 5 trains consisting of 32 packets in each.
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Fig. 8. The mirror signature. A clear independence peak at ��� � � in both
histograms. The noise around the independence peaks corresponds to the
mirror pattern, but also from other random noise.

Increasing the cross traffic rate forces the mirroring pattern to
be displaced, as discussed in Section III-D.

Mirror patterns have a problem to survive from hop to hop in
a route, since the delay variation is added according to Equation
(5) when traversing hops where the packets are I.

D. Quantification signature

The quantification signature, or distribution peaks, arises
from the quantification pattern described earlier. The quantifica-
tion signature corresponds to the � � �� and

� � �� terms in Equation
(6). The locations of the distribution peaks depend on the size
of the cross traffic packets and the number of packets of each
size that are interfering. Two examples are shown in Figure 9.
Both share the same probe stream properties, a probe rate of 8.6
Mbps, using 1500 bytes packets and 5 trains with 32 packets in
each. In the left histogram the cross traffic rate is 7 Mbps con-
sisting only of 482 bytes packets, while in the right histogram
the cross traffic rate is 3 Mbps consisting only of 1518 bytes
packets.
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Fig. 9. Quantification patterns that originate from 482 bytes cross traffic pack-
ets in the left histogram and 1518 bytes cross traffic packets in the right
histogram.

In the left histogram the leftmost peak is the rate peak. The
second peak from the left hand side shows the number of probe
packets that has a � �� corresponding to the spacing of one 482
byte packet. The next peak corresponds to two such packets,
and so forth.

In the right histogram the leftmost peak is again the rate peak.
The peak near � � # � corresponds to unaffected probe packets,
while the next peak are probe packets that have a � �� correspond-
ing to the space of one 1518 bytes packet.

The quantification signature, caused by the quantification pat-
tern, survives through the network path if the hop where the
quantification pattern arose was the last hop where the probe
packets involved are B.

VI. DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF TWO TESTBED

EXPERIMENTS

In this section two experiments are described and analyzed.
We show that the three patterns - chain, mirror and quantifica-
tion patterns - are visible as signatures in histograms in more
complex testbed scenarios.

Both experiments have been made in the testbed described in
section IV. The difference from the examples in Section (V) is
that these experiments use four cross traffic packet sizes, instead
of one. In the first experiment the packet train is affected by
cross traffic at one hop, while in the second experiment it is
affected at two hops.

A. Experiment 1

In this experiment, all 4 cross traffic packet sizes are used,
they are distributed as described in Section IV. The cross traffic
uses flow 1 in the testbed setup, i.e. the cross traffic only inter-
feres with the packet train at one hop. The cross traffic rate is 5
Mbps.

The probe traffic consists of 1500 bytes packets in 5 trains
with 32 packets each, for each histogram in Figure 10. The
probe rate is, starting with the upper left histogram, 1 Mbps,
2.9 Mbps, 4.8 Mbps and 6.7 Mbps.
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Fig. 10. Using 4 packet sizes and cross traffic flow 1, with a rate of 5 Mbps. The
probe rate increases from approximately 1 Mbps (upper left) to 6.7 Mbps
(lower right).

In the upper left histogram of Figure 10 there is a clear in-
dependence peak near � � # � . This peak originate from the
fact that most probe packets traverse the testbed path nearly un-
affected. However, some noise exists on both sides of the peak,
which corresponds to the mirror pattern and other random noise.
Since the probe rate is low compared to the available bandwidth
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and the link bandwidth, the occurrence of chain and quantifica-
tion patterns are non-existent.

In the upper right histogram of Figure 10, the probe rate has
increased to 2.9 Mbps. The independence peak is still clearly
visible and unmistakable (at � � # � ). The noise on both sides
of the peak is more scattered than in the previous histogram, i.e.
more mirror and displaced mirror patterns have occurred. This
is because when the probe rate increases, the packet train pack-
ets have a higher probability to run into a cross traffic packet, as
discussed in previous sections. No chain nor quantification pat-
terns have occurred, since the leftmost peak in the upper right
histogram corresponds to a probe send rate of 8.3 Mbps Hence
no probe packet has traversed the network path back-to-back
with another probe packet.

In the lower left histogram of Figure 10 the probe rate is 4.8
Mbps, which is near the available bandwidth of the probe path.
The leftmost peak corresponds to the link rate, i.e. when probe
packets travel back-to-back and forms a rate peak. This means
that a chain patterns has arisen. When a chain pattern has arisen
it is also valid to assume that there exist quantifications patterns
within the packet train, as described in Section III-C. The his-
togram can be divided into three intervals ( � ! � $ � � � � 	 ��� � � � 	 and
� � ��� 	 ). In the first interval, � ��� � ! � $ � � � � 	 , the leftmost peak
corresponds to when probe packets travel back-to-back. The
rest of the peaks in the interval are derived from different quan-
tification patterns from cross traffic packets of sizes 64, 148, 482
bytes. Observe that no cross traffic packet of size 1518 has inter-
fered with the chain reaction, in this interval. The next interval is
� � � � ��� � 	 . Here the origin of the � � partly come from unaffected
probe packets (if there exists such probe packets), but also from
different quantification patterns where one cross traffic packet of
size 1518 has interfered plus various combinations of the other
packet sizes. The third interval, � � � � � ��� 	 , corresponds to when
two 1518 bytes cross traffic packets have interfered plus, again,
different combinations of the other cross traffic sizes.

In the lower right histogram of Figure 10, the probe rate is
6.7 Mbps, clearly above the available bandwidth. Here we see
three well separated regions with peaks. These regions of peaks
corresponds to the intervals of the lower left histogram, but
when the probe rate is this high the separation of the intervals
is more distinct. That is, no probe packet traverse the network
path with a delay variation of, for example, � ��� � � $ ��� � $ � 	 nor
� � � � � $ � � � $���	 .
B. Experiment 2

In this experiment, 4 cross traffic packet sizes are used. They
are distributed as described in Section IV. The cross traffic uses
flow 1 and flow 2 in the testbed setup, i.e. the cross traffic inter-
feres with the packet train at two hops. The cross traffic rate on
flow 1 is 5 Mbps and 3 Mbps on flow 2.

For each histogram in Figure 11 the probe traffic consists of
1500 bytes packets in 5 trains with 32 packets each. The probe
rate is, starting with the upper left histogram, 1 Mbps, 2.9 Mbps,
4.8 Mbps and 6.7 Mbps.

What is visible in the four histograms are essentially the same
that was notable in the histograms of experiment 1 in section
VI-A. However, when the packet train traverses two hops where
cross traffic may affect the packet train, the histogram signatures
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Fig. 11. Using 4 packet sizes. Cross traffic flow 1 has the rate 3 Mbps, cross
traffic flow 2 has the rate 5 Mbps. The probe rate increases from approxi-
mately 1 Mbps (upper left) to 6.7 Mbps (lower right).

get less distinct.
When probing at 1 Mbps (the upper left histogram of Figure

11) we see the weakened but still unmistakable independence
peak at � � # � . The mirror pattern creates a distribution of ��� on
both the negative and positive side of the independence peak.

When increasing the probe rate to 2.9 Mbps the independence
peak has almost vanished in the upper right histogram. The mir-
ror patterns is now overwhelmingly conspicuous. As in the pre-
vious experiment no chain patterns can be seen.

The two lower histograms show the same thing as in experi-
ment 1 in Section VI-A, the chain (which creates a rate peak, the
leftmost peak in both histograms) and quantification patterns di-
vided in three regions. These patterns are still very clear, despite
interfering cross traffic at two hops, since the chain and quantifi-
cation patterns are recreated when the probe packets enter a new
B-hop.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we use a multihop model that describes the delay
variation of adjacent packets in general. This model has been
used to describe and analyze how packet trains are affected by
interfering cross traffic when traversing a network path.

Three major cross traffic effects on packet trains was identi-
fied and described. They are: chain, quantification and mirror
patterns. It is important to understand the influence of these
patterns when developing packet-train techniques for measure-
ments of bandwidth properties, since the patterns - as we have
argued - can bias the dispersion averages (and other metrics)
when doing calculations of bandwidth properties.

It should also be noted that these patterns on packet trains also
affect other packet flows, such as MPEG streams. However,
whether these patterns can be exploited in some way to gain
better streaming media is left to future work.

We have performed testbed measurements to verify the oc-
currence of all three packet train patterns. The outcome of these
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measurements are a set of histograms where different kinds of
signatures are visible. The signatures originates from one or
several of the three patterns.

In the future it is our hope to develop new packet-train based
techniques that compensate for, or in some way use the informa-
tion embedded within an affected packet train using new, more
accurate analysis methods.
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